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place for the many varied streams of cultural influences which
had made their impact upon her, sometimes in successive waves,
sometimes in a conjoined attack. Recently discovered docu-
ments clearly prove the influence of the Babylonians, the
Egyptians, the Hittites and the JEgeans on ancient Palestine,
an influence which the Israelite conquest did not efface or
interrupt.1 Unless the Jewish religion is to be regarded as a
continual miracle, it is difficult to see a priori how Palestine
on the one hand, subjugated by the Egyptians, Chaldaeaxis and
Persians, by the Lagids and Seleucids and by the Heilenized
Romans, that is to say, by peoples whose culture and religion
were well established,2 and on the other surrounded by popu-
lations of the same race as her own or nearly akin, and, finally,
in constant communication with the Jews scattered through-
out the Mediterranean Orient,3 could possibly have held abso-
lutely aloof from all infiltrations and contaminations and
preserved her native beliefs perfectly intact. A mere reading
of the Prophets is enough to dispose of this remarkable
hypothesis.
An illustration will make this clear. Israel dwelt for three
generations in Mesopotamia, under the shadow of Babylon, the
great city whose thought had influenced the whole Hellenic
and Asiatic world so lastingly and so profoundly, and had
already left its mark on the redaction of the opening chapters of
Genesis. Is it possible to imagine that Jahwism was absolutely
unaffected by this contact ?
It is equally unlikely that the inhabitants of Palestine
should have remained impervious to all influences emanating
from the girdle of Heilenized cities that encircled the Holy
Land after the Return.4 This would have been as great a
miracle as the one already referred to. The fact that there
has been such an obstinate refusal to recognize these obvious
realities simply proves that the assumption of such miracles
dominated the study of the history of Judaism—and of Chris-
tianity.5 Even when the belief in miracles began to wane
1	C/. CCLXXIV, 19-36.
2	Persian religion made strenuous efforts to extend its influence in the
wake of the Achemenid conquests.    Cf. CCLXAVUI, ii, 86.
3	CCLin, 432 ff.s emphasizes the Diaspora as a source  of foreign
influences.
4	The relevant material is to be found in LXXV9 i, 188 ff. ;  Nielsen
(CCXC?m, 31 ff., 389 ff.) rightly stresses this Hellenistic influence, which
dates back to the third century b.c. and shows itself chiefly in einer
Vergeistigung der Gottergestalten.    The translation of Greek commercial
terms into Aramaic is further proof of this contact:  CCLXXH, 270 ff.
5	P. Lagrange still affirms that anything really new in these so-called
innovations was derived from supplementary Divine revelations.

